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Setting Goals for Understanding Truth in 2022
EVANS, GA. — As parents and educators step foot into a new year, they understand that truth, specifically 
absolute truth, is difficult to find in today’s culture. So what are Christian parents and educators to do? And 
how do Christians teach younger generations about absolute truth in such a unique culture?

“A lot of times, as Christians, it’s tricky to cover the concept of truth because truth isn’t directly outlined in 
Scripture,” Elizabeth Urbanowicz, Founder and CEO of Foundation Worldview, said on Mike Winger’s YouTube 
channel in 2021. “150 years ago, no matter what worldview you adhered to, you thought that truth was true 
for everyone; that truth was objective; that there was absolute truth out there. Now our culture believes 
something so completely different.”

The Barna Group released a research report in 2016 titled, “The End of Absolutes: Americas New Moral Code.” 
That report concluded that Americans are grappling with this idea of truth. Three-quarters of Millennials (74%) 
agree strongly or somewhat with the statement, “Whatever is right for your life or works best for you is the 
only truth you can know.”  That same report found two-thirds of American adults either believe moral truth is 
relative to circumstances (44%) or have not given it much thought (21%). Millennials are more likely than other 
age cohorts to say moral truth is relative—in fact, half of them say so (51%).

Foundation Worldview has developed curricula for children, beginning at age 4 on up to age 14. This 
curricula “transforms the way kids think - equipping them to carefully evaluate every idea they encounter and 
understand the truth of the Christian worldview.” Foundation Worldview wants to help parents and educators 
in 2022 as they help children understand truth. 

“Usually, the older the child is when we start working with them on truth, the more deeply engrained culture 
is and the more reformative work we have to do,” Urbanowicz said. “If we can begin teaching preschoolers 
and early elementary students to think about the concept of truth, we can be much more formative than 
reformative in our work.

Visit www.foundationworldview.com for more information on the curricula. Contact Renee Reithel at renee@
foundationworldview.com to request an interview with Urbanowicz or for more information on the important 
work Foundation Worldview is doing.

###

Foundation Worldview develops curricula that equip children to carefully evaluate every idea they encounter 
and understand the truth of the Christian worldview. The curricula transform the way children think about the 

world around them.  
















